Wiki Disputes Assignment

Anyone may update information at a WIKIPEDIA site. The information usually remains “up” when it is verified; if information is found to be erroneous or disputed, it usually will be removed from the “wiki” site. While such sites are not considered as scholarly resources, many people use them to get basic information. However, some sites have disputed information.

Directions

Your assignment this week is to compare the differences in the two “Wiki Sites” listed below, list the issues that are disputed, do some additional research to determine what is accurate about the issues, and report your own analysis and conclusion in the “Wiki Disputes” discussion area.

(1) List the disputed issues.

(2) Summarize in one paragraph of 5-15 sentence what you conclude about what is really “accurate” and why.

(3) Give the full citation for the research you did to find the accurate information; if you use Internet sources, make sure that you give the full URL.

Wiki Sites

Sierra Leone Creole — This site has disputed editions about the information on Creoles of Sierra Leone. It can make for
interesting reading.


**Creoles of Sierra Leone** — This site provides information about the culture of the Creoles of Sierra Leone.